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The purpose of this paper is to generalize some results of Bloch [3] concerning 
class field theory for curves over local fields. Bloch developed his theory mainly 
under the assumption that curves have good reduction. By using a different 
method, we shall develope a theory including the bad reduction case. G 1985 
Academic Press. Inc 
Let k be a complete discrete valuation field with finite residue field and X 
a projective smooth geometrically irreducible curve over k. In this paper, 
we shall study in detail the structure of the abelian fundamental group 
rrTb(X) of X using the group V(X) introduced by Bloch [3] by K-theoretic 
method. Its outline is as follows: First, there is an exact sequence (Chap. II 
(3.2)); 
o+(T)G+7c yb(X) -+ Gal(kab/k) -+ 0, 
where T is the Tate module of the Jacobian of A’ and ( T)G is its coinvariant 
by G = Gal(kSeP/k). The group Gal(kab/k) corresponds to etale coverings of 
A’ coming from abelian extension of k, and its structure is already known 
by the local class field theory for k. Thus, the study of rcTb(X) is mainly 
reduced to analyring the structure of (T),. In our study the most impor- 
tant role will be played by two “reciprocity maps” 
CT: SK,(X) + 7qb(X), 
T: V(X) + ( T)G. 
To define SK,(X) and V(X), let K be the function field of X, P the set of all 
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closed points of X, it(p) (p E P) the residue field of p and ord, the nor- 
malized additive valuation of K defined by p. Define the group 
SK,(X) = Coker @ 8,: K,(K) + @ K(P)” , 
PEP PEP 
where a,: K,(K) -+ K(P) x is the boundary map in K-theory defined, for 
If, d EK,(K), by 
a,uid=w ordp(f)ordp(g) Ordp(g) f g--or“dfllp~ 
The pointwise norm maps ~c(p) x -+ k x for all p E P induce 
Norm: SK,(X) + k”, 
and V(X) is defined to be the kernel of this map Norm. Then we can con- 
struct two reciprocity maps 0 and r which Iit into the commutative 
diagram 
0 + l’(X) + SK,(X) - k” 
II I0 I 
0 + (T), + nfb (X)(X) + Gal(kab/k) -+ 0, 
where the right vertical arrow comes from the local class field theory for k. 
Now our main results are as follows. For simplicity of the statements, we 
suppose ch(k) = 0 (when ch(k) = p 2 0, the restriction to “the prime-to-p 
part” is necessary in the following statements except (3)). 
THEOREM. (1) (Chap. II (5.1)). The kernel of o (resp. z) is the maximum 
dioisible subgroup of SK,(X) (resp. V(X)). 
(2) (Chap. II (4.1)). The image of z is finite. 
(3) (Chap. II (2.6) and (3.5)). The quotient ofnyb(X) by the closure of 
the image of 0 and the cokernel of z are both isomorphic to zr with some 
common integer r 2 0. (2 denotes the completion of Z for the topology of 
subgroups of finite index.) 
Moreover, if we take an appropriate model Z” of X over Spec Co,, we can 
compute r explicitly from the “graph” of the special fiber of .Y. This 
invariant attached to X will be called “the rank of X over k” (cf. Chap. II 
(2.5)). 
These results give an explicit description of the structure of (T), as an 
abstruct group. The Galois theoretic interpretation of our results is 
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explained briefly by the following diagram, in which each extension is an 
Galois extention. 
Extensions Galois groups 
:/ 
,_.----__ KUT;------- _____ (T), 
‘/ 
K,'. \ 
----------_____ 
;/’ 
I 
V(X)/D (finik), D is the maximum divisible sub- 
Kc.s.Kob group 06 V(X). 
KC.S. 
v 
___--- 
___---- ---zr (appears only when X has bad reduction). 
I 
-_ 
-----------_______ k”/N(X), N(X) is the image of Norm: 
K 
1 SK,(X)-tk". 
Here, k? is the maximum abelian unramitied extension of K (the function 
field of X) and Kc.“- is the maximum subfield of IF’, in which all p E P split 
completely. By definition, we have isomorphisms Gal(K”.‘./K) 2: n;“(X) and 
Gal(K”.‘./Kkab) rl: ( T), . The extension Kkab n KS. over K is a finite 
(abelian) extension with the Galois group k x/N(X) (N(X) is the image of 
Norm: SK,(X) + k x ), and it is trivial when X has a k-rational point. 
Now we explain how we can view our theory as a special case in a 
program of generalized class field theory for varieties over higher local 
fields. Let k be any field and X a proper smooth variety over k. We define, 
for an integer n > 0, 
SK,(X) = Coker 
( 
8: @ K,M,l(~(~)) -+ @ K,M(x(x)) , 
VEX, ‘lEX0 ) 
where Xi (i 2 0) denotes the set of all scheme-theoretic points x E X such 
that the closure {x) of ix> is a scheme of dimension i, K(X) (XE Xi) is the 
residue field of x, Kz are the Milnor K-groups and d is induced by the 
boundary maps in Milnor K-theory. When k is an n-dimensional local field 
in the sense of Kato [ 131, the higher local field theory of Kato [ 131 allows 
us to construct a canonical homomorphism 
o: SK,(X) + nTb( X), 
which we call “the generalized reciprocity map for X.” We expect that it 
will play an important role in the class field theory for varieties over n- 
dimensional local fields. In case n = 0 (i.e., k is finite) and dim X= 1, this is 
nothing other than the reciprocity map in the classical class field theory for 
curves over finite fields (in fact, SK,(X) is equal to the group of divisor 
classes on X when dim X = 1). The generalization of the classical theory 
(the case n = 0 and dim X= 1) to the higher dimensional case (the case 
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n = 0 and dim X is arbitrary) is established in [ 151, using the generalized 
reciprocity map for X. Our class field theory for curves over local fields 
corresponds to the case n = 1 and dim X= 1, and one of the most notable 
differences of the theory for n 2 1 from that for n = 0 is the existence of 
nontrivial etale coverings of X in which all closed point split completely. 
Thus, in case n = 0 the reciprocity map 0 always has a dense image, but in 
case n 2 1 this is not necessarily true (cf. Theorem (3)). 
Finally, we explain the relation between our results and the results of 
Bloch [3]. Theorem (2) and Theorem (3) are generalizations of Bloch [3, 
(2.9) and (2.4)]; he proved the assertions when X has good reduction over 
k. In other words, under the assumption, he proved the surjectivity of the 
map r: V(X) --f ( T)G and the finiteness of (&. These generalizations 
enable us to complete the unramified class field theory of 2-dimensional 
scheme X which is proper flat over the ring of integers of an algebraic num- 
berfield in [ 151. This global result improves a previous work of Bloch [3], 
where he obtained a complete result under the assumption that X is proper 
smooth over the base scheme. 
Our method is completely different from Bloch’s. First, in the proof of 
Theorem 1, a result of Mercuriev and Suslin [18] plays an essential role. 
Secondly, the main tools used in the proof of Theorem 2 are a theorem of 
Miki [ 17, Chap. II (4.8)] and the higher local class field theory of Kato 
[ 1 and 21. Finally, the key to the proof of Theorem 3 is the reciprocity law 
for 2-dimensional complete local rings, which is due to K. Kato and whose 
proof will be given in Chapter I. 
0. NOTATIONS 
For a commutative ring R, s2X denotes the absolute differential module 
of R over Z and 04, denotes the qth exterior power over R of Szk for each 
integer q > 0. 
If k is a field, kSeP (resp. E) denotes the separable (resp. algebraic) closure 
of k and kab denotes the maximum abelian extension of k. If k is a discrete 
valuation field, ord, denotes the normalized additive valuation of k, 
and 4= (xEk) ord,(x)>O}, mk= {xck I ord,(x)> l}, and U;= 
(xEk” 1 ord,(x- l)>n} for each integer n> 1. 
“A local field” means a complete discrete valuation field with finite 
residue field. “A two dimensional local field” means a complete discrete 
valuation field whose residue field is a local field. 
For a scheme X and integer m > 0, we identify the (etale) cohomology 
group H’(X, Z/mZ) with the group of all continuous homomorphisms 
nyb(X) + Z/mZ. When m is invertible in Q, p,,, denotes the sheaf of mth 
roots of unity on X,, and ~2’ denotes the rth exterior product of p,,, for 
each integer r > 0. 
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For a scheme X and a prime number 1, “a Z,-covering (resp. Z,-etale 
covering) of A?’ means a projective system Y = { Y,},, N of cyclic (resp. 
cyclic etale) coverings Y, of degree 1” of X. We denote by H’(X, Z,) the 
group h, H’(X, Z/l”Z). By definition it is identified with the group of all 
continuous homomorphisms nTb(X) + Z,. 
For a profinite group G and a set S of prime numbers, we define “the 
S-part of G” (denoted by G(S)) to be &I,,, G/N, where N runs over all 
open normal subgroups of G such that all prime divisors of [G : N] are in 
s. 
The word “almost all” means “all but a finite number of.” 
I. THE RECIPROCITY LAW FOR Two DIMENSIONAL LOCAL RINGS. 
The following notations will be used in this chapter. 
A: a two dimensional complete local domain which is normal and 
has finite residue field, 
K: the quotient field of A, 
P: the set of all prime ideals of height 1 in A, for p E P, 
K(P): the residue field of A at p, 
K,: the completion of K at p. 
1. The Prime-to-ch(K) Case 
First we notice that for each p E P, K, is a 2-dimensional local field (cf. 
Notations). For such a field, Kato [12] defined a canonical isomorphism, 
for any integer m prime to ch(K), 
yap: H3( K,, p,f*) = ZimZ. 
Let r,,: H3(K, ~2’) -+ H3(K,, pz2) be the restriction map. 
THEOREM 1.1. For each a E H3(K, p$‘*), we have r,(a) = 0 for almost all 
PEP, andC,..~p~rp(a)=O. 
Proof: First we prove Theorem 1.1 in case A = (I!&[ [ T]], where k is a 
local field (cf. Notations), Ok its ring of the integers, and T is a variable. Let 
A0 be the henselization of cO,[T] at the maximal ideal (m,, T), p its 
quotient field, X= Spec A - {m}, x0 = Spec A’- {m’}, where m (resp. m”) 
is the maximal ideal of A (resp. A’) and i: X+ J?’ the natural morphism. 
Then we have 
X = !i+~( x0 x Speca~ Spec I?), 
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where R runs over all subrings of A which are finitely generated over A’. 
By Artin [ 11, for such a ring R, there exists an A’-homomorphism R + A’. 
Hence the homomorphism 
j*: H4(P, c(p) -+ H4(X, p$y) 
is injective. Now we consider the following commutative diagram 
H3(Kd, p$‘) f 0 H;o(p, CL:*) - H4(p, P,“‘, 
I 
qo 
1 2 1 
H3(K, p,“‘) g 0 H4,(4 P:*) - H4(K ,Q*) 
P 
where the horizontal sequences are the localization sequences of etale 
cohomology theory of X and x0, and p (resp. qo) runs over all closed 
points of X (resp. Y’), that is, all prime ideals of height 1 in A (resp. A’). 
The middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism, for the prime ideals of A 
and A0 are in a one-to-one correspondence, and we have isomorphisms 
(Kato [ 121) 
H~,W”, PU,“‘) r H3(K’$ &$‘*I N ZlmZ, 
Hl(X, ~2’) 2 H3(K,, 11:‘) N Z/mZ, 
where Kp1, is the completion of ZP at prime ideal q, of A’. Consequently we 
have an tsomorphism Image(f) N Image(g). On the other hand, by Kato 
[13, Sect. 1.81, we know that the composite homomorphism 
H3(p, p,“‘) + @ H’(K$ pE*)z @ Z/mZ addition Z/mZ 
qo %I 
is the zero map. Hence the proof of the special case is completed. 
Next we prove Theorem 1.1 in the general case. By Nagata [l, (31.6)], 
there exists a subring B of A over which A is finite, and which is 
isomorphic to the ring we treated in the first step of the proof. Let L be the 
quotient field of B. We have the following commutative diagram 
H’tK, P:‘, + 0 0 H3(Kp, P:‘, 
I 
COIK/L q Plq 
I 
fr? PlqC~wplLq 
H3(L P$“, -+ 0 H3(Lq, P:*) 
where q (resp. p) runs over all prim: ideals of height 1 in B (resp. A), q 1 p 
means that q lies over p, and Car,,, and CorKPIL, are the corestriction 
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maps in Galois cohomology theory. Furthermore we have the following 
commutative diagram (Kato [ 121) 
H3( K,, p$*) z Z/mZ 
H3(L,, p,“‘) = z/mz. 
Consequently the general case follows from the special case. 
2. The p-Primary Case 
In this section we suppose that p = ch(K) is positive, and investigate the 
p-primary version of Theorem 1.1. 
For a field L of characteristic p, let P;(L) be the cokernel of 
F - 1: W,,Q’, -+ W,Q’,/dW,$~-i’, where W,Q; denotes the De Rham-Witt 
complex on L, and F is the Frobenius map (cf. Illusie [ 111). On the other 
hand, in the higher local class field theory (cf. Kato [13]), Kato defined, 
for each p E P, a canonical isomorphism 
ResiP: Pi(K,) N ZJpnZ. 
Let rp: Pi(K) + Pi(K,) be the natural homomorphism. Then the p-primary 
part of the reciprocity law is the following 
THEOREM 2.1. For each x E Pi(K), rp(x) = 0 for almost all p E P, and we 
have 
c w$, . rp(x) = 0. 
PEP 
ProoJ By the definition of P; and the computation of the De 
Rham-Witt complex (cf. Illusie [ll] and Bloch [2]), Pi(K) is generated 
by the classes x of the elements 
a.dlogr,.dlogr, with aEW,(K) and rl,r2EKX. 
On the other hand, by the calculation of the residue map (Kato [3]), 
Res”,J x) = 0 if aE W,(R,) and r,, r2E R,“, (2.2) 
where R, is the ring of the integers of K,, and 
ResgD(x) = d,. a,( { r, , r2} 1. Wa) if aEW,([F,). (2.3) 
Here, [F,qA is the algebraic closure of IF, in A, 8,: K,(K) --+ x(p) x is the 
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boundary map in K-theory, d,: K(P)’ + Z is the composite 
homomorphism 
K(P) x “P b z + b z, 
where u, is the normalized additive valuation of the local field K(P), nP is 
the degree of the residue field of K(P) over [F, and Tr: W,,(tF,) + W,( IF,) 
(=Z/p”Z) is the trace map. Thus, the first assertion follows at once from 
(2.2). For the second assertion, the proof can be reduced to the case 
A = [F, [ [ 7’, S]] by the same argument as the last part of the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. Except that we use the trace map TrLIK in K-theory (cf. Kato 
[ 13, Sect. 2.1, Definition 11) instead of the corestriction map Car,,, in 
Galois cohomology theory. Now, if x E P:(K) is (the class of) the element 
of the form 
a.dlog rl .dlog r2 with UEW,,(IF~) and r,,r*~P, (2.4) 
then by (2.3), our assertion is reduced to the fact that & EP d,. ap = 0 
which follows from the localization sequence in K-theory (cf. Quillen [20, 
Sect. 51. Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram 
I 1 
PZ+ ,(K,) Res”KY f z/p n+lz= 
1 
n+l z/z, 
P 
where the left vertical map is induced by 
Therefore the following lemma suffices to prove Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A= lF,[[T, S]] and D, the subgroup of Pi(K) 
generated by all elements of the form (2.4). Then we have 
l$ D, = li+ P;(K). 
For the proof of Lemma 2.5, we need 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be as above and Q be the set of all prime ideals of 
height 1 in A but the prime ideal (S). Then we have the isomorphism 
0 P E e ResiP. r,, : P:(K) r 0, E e Z/p”Z. 
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Assuming Lemma 2.6, we prove Lemma 2.5. Put C, = H’([F,, Z/p”Z). By 
the theory of Artin-Schreier-Witt, we have the isomorphism 
s,: C, 2 W,(~,)/(F - 1 W’,(~,). 
Then we define the homomorphism 
U,:C,~K2(K)~P~(K);a~{r,,r,}~s,(a)~~logr,~dlogr,. 
By definition, we have the commutative diagram 
c,, 0 K,(K) u, Pi(K) 
C ,,+,m,w)- Pt, ,(K), 
and the assertion of Lemma 2.5 is equivalent to the surjectivity of the map 
b,u,. On the other hand, we have the isomorphism 
t,,: C,, ‘v Z/p”Z; x++x (the Frobenius over F,), 
and we define, for each p E P, the homomorphism 
u;: C,,@ ti(p)x --+Z/p”Z; ~@rbd,(r). t,(x). 
Then the following diagram is commutative: 
C, 0 K,(K) O’dQap :-+ @ C,,@K(p)X 
I 
PEP 
un 
I 
0 u", 
12.6) 
P:(K) - 
0 Res;, rD 
+ 0 ZlP”Z. 
PGQ 
The surjectivity of the upper horizontal arrow follows at once from Quillen 
[20, Theorem 5.131. Consequently the surjectivity of the map b, u,, 
follows from that of the map l&,v”,, and it can be easily verified. 
Now we prove (2.6). Let B = A[ l/S], X= Spec B and v, be the sheaf 
wn Qzx,log on Xp, (“the logarithmic part of W,sZ$” cf. Illusie [ 11, 5.71). We 
have the localization sequence on X 
H’(X, v,) -+ H’(K, v,,) + @ H;(X,v,) + H*(X, v,). (2.7) 
PEQ 
On the other hand, in view of the isomorphism H,*(X, v,) ir H,*(Xh,, vn) (Xt 
is the henselization of X at p), the localization sequence on 1; and an easy 
computation give us the isomorphism Ht(X, v,) N H’(Kz, v,), where K: 
denotes the henselization of K at p. Furthermore we have H’(X, vn) = 0 
and H’(X, vn) = 0. In fact, the first assertion follows from S.G.A.4X 
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Theorem 5.1, for X is affine, so cdqcX= 1. Using the exact sequence (cf. [4, 
Sect. 1.4, Lemma 3]), 
the proof of the second assertion is reduced to the case n = 1: By the exact 
sequence 0 + v1 -+ Sz: + ‘e-Y 52; + 0 (y is the Cartier operator), we have an 
isomorphism 
%A1 -Y)Qi- H’(X Vl), 
and our assertion follows by an easy computation. 
Now, by the exact sequence (2.7), we have an isomorphism 
H’(K, v,) N @ H’(KE, v,). 
PEQ 
Noting that Res”,P induces an isomorphism Pi(Kh,) N Z/p”Z, the following 
lemma is sufficient to complete the proof. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let L be a field of characteristic p > 0. Then there exists a 
canonical isomorphism 
Pi(L) = H’(L v,), 
where v, is the sheaf W,,Qi,,,, on (Spec L)$, 
Proof: By the exact sequence (cf. [4, Sect. 1.4, Lemma 2]), 
we have an isomorphism 
Coker (1 - F: W,@ + W,Qt/dV”-‘S22) N H’(L, v,). 
Hence it suffices to show 
(1 - F)(W,Q: + dV”- ‘52; = (1 - F) W,Q; + dW,Q;, 
and it follows by an easy computation on the De Rahm-Witt complex and 
left to the readers. 
3. Some Consequences of the Reciprocity Law 
First we recall the class field theory of K, established by Kato [12, 131. 
He defined a canonical pairing 
< >p: H’(K,, ZImZ)OK2(Kp)-+ZlmZ (m>O) 
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as follows: Put p = ch(K) 20. In case m is prime to p, using the 
isomorphism n,, : H3(KP, p:‘) N Z/mZ (cf. Sect. l), we define, for 
XEH’(K,, Z/mZ) and QEK,(K,), 
where hg: K2(Kp) -+ H*(K,, p$“) is the Galois symbol on K, (cf. Tate 
[26]), and u denotes the cup product in Galois cohomology theory. Next 
we assume that p is positive and m = p” (n > 0). Let W,(K,) be the group 
of all p-Witt vectors of length n, and F: W,(K,) -+ W,(K,) be the 
Frobenius map. By the definition of Pi(&) (cf. Sect. 2), we have a 
canonical pairing 
On the other hand, we have Resip. . Pi(&) N Z/p”Z (cf. Sect. 2), and the 
isomorphism W,(K,)/( 1 - F) W,(K,) N H’(K,, Z/p”Z) from the theory of 
Artin-Schreier-Witt. Hence we obtain the desired pairing. 
Now, the class field theory of K, is stated as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. ( 1) The pairing ( ), induces an isomorphism 
Qv: H’(K,, Q/Z) 5 Hom,dK,(K,), Q/Z), 
where K2(Kp) is endowed with the topology defined in Kato [12, 131, and 
Horn,, denotes the group of continuous homomorphisms of finite order. 
(2) We have the following commutative diagram 
UK,) - Gal( K”pb/K,) 
2, 
I I 
4P)” - GaU4p)“b/4p)) 
where the horizontal arrows come from the class field theory of KP and K(P), 
and the left vertical arrow is the boundary homomorphism in K-theory. 
In particular, an element XE H’(K,, Q/Z) is unramified, that is, the 
corresponding cyclic extension of K, is unramtfied tf and only tf G,(x) is 
trivial on Ker(8,). (We know that Ker(8,) is the closed subgroup K,(R,), 
where R, denotes the ring of the integers of KP.) 
Next we “globalize” the pairings ( )p for p E P. Let Z, be the restricted 
product n; EP K,(K,) with respect to the subgroups K,(R,). By definition 
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I, consists of all elements (a,), E P such that for almost all p E P, up is con- 
tained in K,(R,). For a finite subset S of P, put 
JS= n &Wp) x n KARp). 
PES PEP-S 
Then Js is a subgroup of I, and we have Z, = &, Js, where S runs over 
all finite subsets of P. We endow JS with the product topology, and make 
I, a topological group as the inductive limit of the topological groups J’. 
Let x be an element of H’(K, Q/Z), and xp be the restriction of 1 to 
H’(K,, Q/Z). Note that xP is unramified for almost all p E P. Hence if 
a= (up)pcP is an element of I,, by Theorem 3.1(2) and the definition of 
I,, we have (x,, ap)p = 0 for almost all p E P. Consequently we obtain a 
pairing 
( )K: H’(K, Q/Z)@Z,+ a/z, 
defined by (x, (up)pEP)K=CpEP (x,, a,),, and we obtain the induced 
homomorphism 
8,,: H’(K, O/Z) + Hom,r(ZK, Q/Z) 
On the other hand, the reciprocity law (Theorems 1.1 and 2.1) tells us that 
if a = (a,), E p is in the diagonal image of K,(K) in I,, we have, for any 
x E fwc Q/Z), 
in other words, the homomorphism ajK is trivial on the diagonal image of 
K,(K) in I,. Consequently, denoting by C, the quotient of I, by the 
image of K,(K), we obtain the homomorphism 
@,: H’(K, Q/Z) + Hom,,(C,, O/Z). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf A is regular, QjK is injective. 
Proof: Let x be an element of H’(K, O/Z) and suppose @&) = 0. Let 
L be the cyclic extension of K corresponding to Ker(X). By the assumption, 
if we put xp the restriction of x to H’(K,, Q/Z), then @p(xp) 
(E Hom,,(K,(K,), O/Z)) is trivial for any p E P. By the class field theory of 
K, (Theorem 3.1), this implies that any p E P splits completely in the exten- 
sion L/K; in other words, for any p E P, K, OK L is isomorphic to the direct 
product of finite copies of K,. By the regularity of A, we can conclude that 
the extension L/K is trivial, that is, x = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let L be a finite ubeliun extension of K in which 
almost all p E P split completely. Then all p E P split completely in the exten- 
sion. In particular, if A is regular, the extension is trivial. 
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Proof: We may suppose that L is a cyclic extension of K. Let x be the 
element of H’(K, Q/Z) corresponding to L, and put 2 = $,&)E 
Hom,,(Z,, Q/Z). By the assumption, there exists a finite subset S of P such 
that f is trivial on the subgroup nb E p- s K,(K,) of I,. On the other hand, 
by the definition of the topology of KZ(Kp) and a well-known 
approximation theorem for a Dedeking domain, we can see that the image 
of 
K,(K) -+ n KAK,,) 
PES 
is dense. Consequently i is trivial on I,, and by definition, this implies that 
all p E P split completely in the extension. The last assertion follows from 
Proposition 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let S be a finite subset of P and A, be the subring of 
K consisting of the elements which are integral at any p E P - S. Let x be an 
element of H’(Spec As, Q/Z), xp be the restriction of x to H’(K,, Q/Z), and 
i, = @,(x,) E Hom,,(K,(K,), O/Z). Let j, be the composite homomorphism 
&(A,) -+ K,(K) + UK,). 
Then for any a E K2( A,), we have 
C x”&(a)) = 0. 
(Its 
Proof: This follows from the reciprocity law (Theorems 1.1 and 2.1), 
using the fact that if p E P - S the image of K,(A,) under the map j, is con- 
tained in K,(R,) which j$ annihilates, for x is unramilied at any p E P - S 
(cf. Theorem 3.1(2)). 
II. CURVES OVER LOCAL FIELDS 
The following notations will be used in this chapter. 
k: a local field (cf. Notations), 
A’: a projective smooth geometrically irreducible curve over k, 
K: the function field of X, 
P: the set of all closed points of X, 
for p E P, 
K(P): the residue field of p, 
K,: the completion of K at p, 
ord,: the normalized additive valuation of K defined by p. 
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1. The Construction of the Map a: SK,(X) + xTb(X) 
First, following Bloch [3], we introduce the group SK,(X) which is a 
fundamental tool to describe rrTb(X). 
DEFINITION 1.1. SK,(X) is defined to be the cokernel of 
0 ~,:&W)+ 0 K(?JJX, 
Pep 
where a,: K,(K) + K(P) x is the boundary map in K-theory, which is 
defined, for {f, g} E K,(K), as follows: 
a,u d=(w) 
ordp(.fbrd,(g) o+(R) f g -‘df)}p. 
In this section, we construct a fundamental homomorphism 
u: SK,(X) + 7qb(X), 
which is the starting point of the class field theory of X. First, notice that 
for p E P, K, is a 2-dimensional local field (cf. Notations). As explained in 
Chapter I, Section 3, there is a canonical pairing 
( >p: H’W,, Q/W3&(K,)+ Q/Z, 
and these pairing for p E P are “globalized” to the pairing 
( )K:H1(K,Q/Z)@IK+Q/Z. 
Here I, denotes the restricted product nb E p K2(Kp) with respect to the 
subgroups K,(R,) (cf. Chap. I, Sect. 3). As in Chapter I, we have the 
following 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Zfa = (ap)p EP is in the diagonal image of K,(K) in ZK, 
we have, for any 1 E H’(K, Q/Z), 
(x, a),=@ 
Proox We use the same notation as in Chapter I. As explained in 
Chapter I, Section 3, it suffices to show the same assertion as Theorems 1.1 
and 2.1 in Chapter I for the present context. But the proof is much easier. 
First we prove the first assertion. Consider the localization sequence in 
etale cohomology theory of X, 
H3(X, p:‘, -+ H3(K, p,“‘) + @ H;(X, ,uz2) + H4(X, /A,“‘). (1.3) 
PEP 
As explained in Chapter I, Section 1, we have an isomorphism 
t,: H4,(X, pz')2; H3(K,, p$')%Z/mZ, 
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through which the homomorphism H3(K, p:‘) + H;j(X, pu,“‘) is identified 
with the homomorphism qp 0 rp. On the other hand, we have a Hochshild- 
Serre spectral sequence 
HP(k, HQ, p$J2)) * HP’“(X, /p), 
where X= X xk ksep. From this, we can deduce an isomorphism 
t: H4(X, $f2) r H’(k, HZ@, ~2’)) r H2(k, pm) r Z/mZ. 
Furthermore the following diagram is commutative, 
qw, P,“‘, -+ H4(X PL,B2) 
I I 
IP 
I I * 
Z/mZ === ZJmZ. 
Consequently the first assertion follows from the sequence (1.3). 
Next we treat the second assertion. By the computation of the residue 
map in Milnor K-theory in Kato [14], our assertion follows from Kato 
[ 14, Proposition 4, Sect. 31. 
By Proposition 1.2 we have a canonical pairing 
( )K: H’(K, Q/Z)@ C,+ Q/z, 
where CK is the quotient of I, by the diagonal image of K,(K). On the 
other hand, if x is an element of H’(X, O/Z), then the image of x in 
H’(K,, Q/Z) is unramilied for any p E P, so by Chapter I, Theorem 3.1, for 
any a= (Q&~ which is in the subgroup & EP K,(R,), we have 
(x, a) K = 0. Now we notice that the quotient of C, by the image of the 
subgroup ITIp E p K,(4) is canonically isomorphic to SK,(X), for the 
quotient of K,(K,) by K?(R,) is isomorphic to rc(p)” via the boundary 
map ap. Consequently ( ) K induces the pairing H’(X, Q/Z) 0 SK,(X) + 
Q/Z, and we obtain the desired homomorphism G: SK,(X) + 
H’(X, Q/Z)* = nTb(X). 
2. The Cokernel of o 
In this section we determine the cokernel of g. For this we introduce the 
following notion. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Z be a noetherian scheme. A finite etale covering 
f :  U + Z is called a C.S. covering, if any closed point x of Z sphts completely 
in the covering, that is, Spec X(X) xz U is isomorphic to a finite sum of 
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Spec K(X), where K(X) is the residue field of x. We denote by rcy(Z) the 
quotient group of nib(Z) which classifies abelian C.S. coverings of Z. 
By definition the quotient of nTb(X) by the closure Im(a) of the image of 
c classifies abelian C.S. coverings of X, in other words, we have the 
isomorphism 
n~b(X)/Im(a) N 71?(X). 
Now, to investigate the structure of z;“.(X), we fix a regular model X of 
X ouer Spec Ok, that is, a 2-dimensional regular scheme % with a proper 
flat morphism rc: % + Spec Ok such that .% x,, k2: X. For the existence of 
such a scheme, we refer to [6]. We denote by X, the special fiber 9” xOk F, 
where F is the residue field of k. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a canonical isomorphism 
7c~“~(X) z n;y!&... 
Prooj In view of S.G.A.X Theorem 2.1, we have the natural 
homomorphism A?(X) + rc~(!&), and its surjectivity is trivial. The main 
point to prove is the following 
Claim. Let f: Y + X be an abelian C.S. covering and g the integral 
closure of % in the function field L of Y, 7: g + X the extension of J: Then 
f is etale, and f,: tYs -+ xs, the restriction off to the special fibers, is a C.S. 
covering. 
Prooj For a closed point x of X,, let R, be the completion of the local 
ring of X at x and K, the quotient field of R,. For p E P, the closure {p} of 
p in % contains the unique closed point x of ?& (we denote this relation by 
p + x), and {p } determines a prime ideal of height 1 in R,. Thus any 
prime ideal of height 1 in R,, except those finite number of prime ideals 
lying over the maximal ideal of 4, comes from some p E P such that p -+ x. 
Now, since f is a C.S. covering, in the extension K,@, L of K,, any prime 
ideal coming from some p E P splits completely. Hence, by Chapter I, 
Proposition 3.3, the extension is trivial, that is, R,@, g is isomorphic to a 
direct product of finite copies of R,. Clearly this suffices to prove our asser- 
tion. 
Next we investigate the structure of n~s(%~). Since we are dealing with 
etale coverings of ss2^,, we may replace %s by its reduced part (5Qred. 
Furthermore, by blowing up some closed points of % in advance, we can 
suppose (%8)red has only ordinary double points as singularities. Now we 
introduce the following notion. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. The graph r of (X&cd is defined by: 
(1) The set of vertices of r is the set of irreducible components of 
(-%Ad~ 
(2) The set of edges of r is the set of singular points of (Xs)red. 
(3) An edge x has for extremities the irreducible components of 
(f&Led on which x lies. 
THEOREM 2.4. There exists an isomorphism 
n~s.(L!is) N 2 Oz H,(T, Z) N 2: 
where r is the rank of H,(T, Z). 
DEFINITION 2.5. “The rank of X over k” is the rank of H,(I’, Z). 
We conclude that it does not depend on the choice of X from the 
following 
THEOREM 2.6. The quotient of n;“(X) by the closure of the image of 
(T: SK,(X) + x;~(X) is isomorphic to $‘, where r is the rank of X over k. 
Theorem 2.6 follows at once from Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Put C = (%s)red and let U be the open dense sub- 
scheme of C consisting of the regular points of C, and put S = C- U. Let 
H’( C, Q/Z),,, be the subgroup of H’(C, Q/Z) corresponding to abelian C.S. 
coverings of C. It is the Pontriyagin dual of n;.“(C). Consider the following 
diagram 
0 
i 
0 fox, Q/Z) 
ses 
I 
0 ff?Spec Co!& - x, Q/Z) 
1; E s 
I 
@cc, a/z) -+ @(u, a/z) + Hi(C, Q/Z) + H’(C, Q/Z) f H’( u, Q/z) 
I QJ6 
0 H’(x, Q/Z) 
xas 
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where O& is the henselization of the local ring of C at x. The horizontal 
and vertical sequences are localization sequences in etale cohomology 
theory and they are exact. We use the following result from the class field 
theory for curves over finite field: Let V be a smooth connected curve over 
a finite field. Then V has no nontrivial C.S. covering. From the result, we 
can conclude 
H’(C, Q/Z),,. = KW) n Ker(g). 
Consequently we have an exact sequence 
WC, Q/Z) + mu, Q/Z) + 0 P( Spec 0$.x - x, Q/Z) 
xcs fw, Q/Z) 
On the other hand, we have isomorphisms 
P( c, Q/Z) = Q/Z and au, Q/Z) = @ Q/Z, 
” 
where u runs over all irreducible components of C, and for any x E S, we 
have an isomorphism 
fW$ec ohc..K - x, Q/Z) 1: @ Q/Z = o/z 0 a/z, 
q 
where q runs over all maximal points of Spec O’&, and the number of those 
points is two because x E S is an ordinary double point on C. Hence the 
cokernel of 
Ho(x, Q/Z) + Z-P(Spec i!G& -x, Q/Z) 
is isomorphic to Q/Z. Therefore, we have an exact sequence 
0 a/z + @ Q/Z + ff’(C, Q/Z),, + 0, 
” J l s 
where by definition each o corresponds to a vertex of r, and each x 
corresponds to an edge of lY Consequently, we have 
WC, Q/Z),, s ff’(K Q/Z). 
Then Theorem 2.4 follows considering the dual groups, 
EXAMPLE 2.7. For each integer m > 0, let Em be the Tate curve G,,,/qmZ, 
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FIG. 1. An m-polygon of smooth rational curves for M = 1 and WI > 2, respectively. 
where q is a fixed prime element of k. By definition, there exists a canonical 
isomorphism 
The minimal model of E, over Spec 4 has the following special fiber (in 
particular, the rank of E, is 1) (see Fig. 1). 
Let (P,,,:E,+E~ be the isogeny corresponding to the natural 
homomorphism Ex/qmZ + i?/q’. Then (P,,, is a C.S. covering of degree m 
which corresponds via Proposition 2.2 to the following C.S. covering of the 
special fibers (see Fig. 2): 
3. The Construction of the Map z: V(X) --) ( T)G 
First, following Bloch [3], we introduce the following 
DEFINITION 3.1. V(X) is the kernel of the map 
Norm: SK,(X) + k x, 
which is induced by the norms: k(p) x + k ’ for all p E P. 
Let J be the Jacobian of X over k, and T= b, c(k”“P), where c is the 
etale part of the finite flat k-group scheme J, = Ker(J-+” J). The Galois 
group Gal(kseP/k) acts on T, and we denote by (T), its coinvariant. In this 
section we define the homomorphism 
which was defined first by Bloch in case X(k) # @ and ch(k) =O. Our 
definition will not need those assumptions. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists an exact sequence 
0 + (T)G -+ 7~ Tb(X) -+ Gal(kab/k) -+ 0. 
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Proof Considering the dual groups, it s&ices to show the exactness of 
the following sequence 
0 --f H’(k, Q/Z) --+ H’(X, Q/Z) + Hyk, H’(X, Q/Z)) + 0, 
where 8= X xk ksep. From the spectral sequence 
W(k, H’(Z, Q/Z)) =E- Hq+‘(X, Q/Z), 
(3.3) 
we have the exactness of (3.3) replacing the last 0 by H*(k, Q/Z). Therefore 
it sufftces to show that H*(k, O/Z) = 0, which follows from the Tate duality 
for local fields (cf. Serre [23, II, Sect. 51 and Shatz [24]). 
b?MMA 3.4. The following diagram is commutative 
SK, (J-J Norm + k x 
0 
I I 
Pk 
nTb(X) - Gal(kab/k) 
where the right vertical arrow is the homomorphism coming from the local 
cIass field theory. 
Prooj This follows from the definition of the map 0 and the following 
commutative diagram in the local class field theory: 
F” -k” 
PF I I Pk 
Gal(Fb/F) -+ Gal(kab/k) 
where F/k is a finite extension of local fields. 
Now, by Definition 3.1 and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, we obtain the desired 
homomorphism z: V(X) + ( T)G. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The quotient group of (T)o by the closure of the image 
of z is isomorphic to 2’, where r is the rank of X over k (cjI Definition 2.5). 
ProoJ In view of Theorem 2.6, Proposition 3.5 follows from the follow- 
ing commutative diagram, together with the fact that the image of 
Norm: SK,(X) + k x has finite index in k x. 
o+ V(X)-+SK,(X)- k” 
I T lo Ipi 
0 + ( T)G + a?“(X) --, Gal(kab/k) -+ 0. 
641121 ‘l-5 
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4. The Finiteness Theorem 
First we introduce some notations. For a prime number 1, put T,= 
&, J;,$(kSeP). By definition, T, is the l-part of T (cf. Notations). Let (T); 
denote (T), if ch(k) =O, and fl,,,,,,, ( TI)o if ch(k) > 0. Let r’ (resp. r, for 
a prime number 1) denote the composite homomorphism 
where the second homomorphism is the natural surjection to the prime-to- 
ch(k) part (resp. the f-part) of (T),. The purpose of this section is to prove 
the following 
THEOREM 4.1. The image of the map 
z’: l’(X) + (T)‘G 
is finite. 
Remark 4.2. Even if p = ch(k) is positive, the image of r: V(X) -+ (T)o 
seems to be finite. But the author cannot prove the finiteness of the image 
of rp: V(X) + (T,),. 
The following result is a generalization of Bloch [3], Theorem 2.4 and 
Example 2.7. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose ch(k) = 0. Then the image of z: V(X) + ( 7JG is 
finite and the cokernel is isomorphic to 2’, where r is the rank of X over k. In 
particular, (T)o is finite if and only zf the rank of X over k is 0. 
Proof This follows at once from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 3.5. 
We also have the following as an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 
and Proposition 3.5. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For any prime l#ch(k), the image of z,: V(X) + (T,)o 
is equal to the torsion part of (Ti)o, and its cokernel is isomorphic to Zi with 
r = the rank of X over k. In particular, the rank of (T,), is independent oj 
1 # ch( k). 
Now we start the proof of Theorem 4.1. First, by the usual sort of norm 
argument, we may replace k by a finite extension. 
LEMMA 4.5. Replacing k by a finite extension, we may suppose the 
following 
(1) X(k)ZGS 
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(2) There exists a regular model of X over Spec Q, such that the 
specialfiber J& satisfies the following conditions; (a) Zs is reduced; (b) %s has 
only F-rational ordinary double points as singularities. Here F is the residue 
field of k; ( ) c an irreducible component of 4 is regular and geometrically Y 
irreducible over F. 
Proof The first assertion is trivial. We prove the second assertion. Let 
g be the genus of X. If g = 0, the assertion is trivial. If g = 1, the assertion 
follows from the theory of Neron’s minimal models of elliptic curves. 
Finally, if g 3 2, the assertion follows from the theory of stable curves 
(cf. C61). 
From now on, we fix a regular model S of X such that the special fiber 
%s satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.5(2). Let Ci (1 d i < n) be all the 
irreducible components of X,, and let Ki denote the completion of K along 
C;, which is a complete discrete valuation field with residue field F,, the 
function field of Ci. We can consider k as a subfield of Kj, and then k is 
algebraically closed in Kj. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.5(2)(a), a prime 
element rr of k is also a prime element of Ki, and by (c), the residue field F 
of k is algebraically closed in F,. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let f: Y + X be a finite etale covering, L the function field 
of Y. If f is trivial over any Ki, that is, LOK Ki is isomorphic to the direct 
product offinite copies of Ki, then f is a C.S. covering. 
Proof Let Y be the integral closure of .% in L, and f: %Y -+ 3 the exten- 
sion of f: First, by the assumption and S.G.A.X. Theorem 1.8, 7 is etale. 
Then the assumption implies that the restriction of 7 to the special fiber, 
f,: @Ys -+ X, is a C.S. covering. This implies our assertion. 
Now, for the proof of Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show the following 
claims. 
Claim 1. For any prime l# ch(k), the image of r, is finite. 
Claim 2. For almost all primes 1, the image of T{ is trivial. 
Let Z, be the closure of the image of T,. Since the quotient (T,)JL, is a 
free Z,-module of finite rank (cf. Proposition 3.5), for the proof of the 
claims, it suflices to show the following assertions, 
Claim.1 ‘. For any prime I # ch(k), any Z,-homomorphism (Tt)o -+ Z, is 
trivial on I,. 
Claim 2’. For almost all primes 1, any homomorphism (T,)o + Z/lZ is 
trivial on II. 
Now we fix a k-rational point z E X(k) (cf. Lemma 4.5( 1)). Then z defines 
a section of the natural surjection 
rcTb(X) -+ Gal(kab/k), 
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and we obtain a decomposition 
nyb(X) N (T), x Gal(kab/k) (cf. Lemma 3.2), (4.7) 
where ( T)G is identified with the Galois group which classifies abelian etale 
coverings of X in which z splits completely. Through the decomposition 
(4.7), a Z,-homomorphism 
x: (T/)0 + Zl 
(resp. 1: (T,), + ZjfZ) 
is identified with an element of H’(X, Z,) (resp. H’(X, Z/lZ)), and x is 
trivial on I, if and only if the corresponding covering of X is a C.S. covering. 
Hence, considering Lemma 4.6, Claim 1’) and Claim 2’ are equivalent to 
the following assertions. 
Claim 1”. For any prime I# ch(k), the subgroup H’(k, Z,) of H’(X, Z,) 
maps onto the image of the natural homomorphism 
fox Z,) + n H’(K, Z,). 
Claim 2”. For almost all primes 1, the subgroup H’fk, ZjlZ) of 
H’(X, Z/lZ) maps onto the image of the natural homomorphism 
H’(X, Z/lZ) + I-I H’(K,, Z/lZ). 
The following lemma is a key to the proof of these claims. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let M be a complete discrete valuation field with residue 
field MO, and N be a subfield. 
(1) Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) N is complete under the restriction of the discrete valuation of 
M. 
(ii) A prime element of N is a prime element of M. 
(iii) N is algebraically closed in M. 
Let L be a finite abelian extension of M of degree prime to ch(M,). Then 
there exists an unramtfied abelian extension L, of M and an abelian exten- 
sion L, of N such that 
LcL,L, 
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(2) Suppose that ch(M) = 0 and p = ch(A4,) is positive, and that the 
conditions (i), (ii) and the following condition (iii’) are satisfied: 
(iii’) The residue field of N is the maximum perfect subfield of M,. 
Then, for any Z,-extension L of M, there exists an unramiJied abelian exten- 
sion L, of M and an abelian extension L, of N such that L c L,L,. 
Proof: Lemma 4.8( 1) is due to Ihara [lo] (cf. also Miki [ 17, 
Proposition 7]), and Lemma 4.8(2) is a theorem of Miki [ 171. 
Now we prove Claim 1” at first. Fix a prime lf ch(k). Let 1 E H’(X, Z,) 
and xi be its image in H’(K,, Z,) f or 1 < i Q n. By Lemma 4.8 we can write 
with cpi~ H’(k, Z,) and iji~ H’(F,, Z,), where we identify H’(k, Z,) and 
H’(F,, Z,) with their images in H’(K,, Z,). 
Step 1. We can write 
where cp E H’(k, Z,) does not depend on i, and 7;~ H’(F, Z,). 
In fact, let C, and Cz be two irreducible components of 5& which inter- 
sect on a closed point x of .!&. Let R, be the completion of the local ring of 
3 at x, and put A, = R,[l/rr], where rc is a prime element of k, and K, the 
quotient field of R,. We have isomorphisms 
A.v-%[L-K ylI/(xy-~) k 3 [I 
where the prime ideal (X) (resp. (Y)) of R, corresponds to the component 
C, (resp. C,). Let & be the completion of Kz along Ci for i= 1,2. We can 
consider Ki and k as subfields of Kx,i, and rt is a prime element of both K, 
and K,,. The residue field FX,j of KX,i is the completion of Fi at x. 
Let (px,; (resp. $x,i) be the image of ‘pi (resp. tii) under the restriction map 
H’(Ki, z/) + H’(Kx.i, z,), 
and let I$~.~ be the image of lcIi under the restriction map 
H’(Fi, z,) * H’(f’x.iy z/). 
Then +x,i is the image of $,,i under the inclusion 
ff’(Fx.i, z/l -+ H’(Kx.i, z,). 
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By the higher local class held theory (cf. Chap. I, Theorem 3.1), we identify 
qpx.i and $x.i with the corresponding elements of Hom,(K,(Kx.i), Z,), where 
Horn, means continuous homomorphisms. On the other hand, by the local 
class field theory, we identify $,,i with an element of Hom,(F& Z,), and ‘pi 
with an element of Hom,(k x, Z,). By the class field theory of Kx,;, we have 
a commutative diagram (cf. Chap. I, Theorem 3.1(2)), 
K2(K.x.i) s’ F,li 
\/ 
IL,, Qr, ’ (4.9) 
z, 
where 8 is the boundary map in K-theory. On the other hand, Kato [3] 
defined the homomorphism 
Res’: K2( K,,i) + k x, 
such that we have a commutative diagram 
K,(K,,,) -Res’ k ’ 
I I 
Gal(K$/K,,J -+ Gal(kab/k), 
where the vertical arrows come from the class field theory of Kx.i and k. 
Hence we have a commutative diagram 
(4.10) 
Now, let xx be the restriction of x to H’(K,, Z,). By definition it is con- 
tained in the subgroup H’(Spec A,, Z,). We apply Chap. I, Proposition 3.4 
to xI-, and obtain an equation, for any a E K,(A,), 
cp.x.l(j,(a)) + vL(jl(~)) + cpx.*(j*(a)) + +x.*(~*(~)) =o, (4.11) 
where ji: K,(A,) + K,(K,,,) (i = 1,2) is the natural homomorphism. Take 
the element a = {u, X} E K,(A,), where u E Ui. Then, by the calculation of 
Kato [14], we have 
Res’(j,(a))=uokX, 8(j,(a)) = U = 1 E F”, 
Res*(j,(a)) = u-l E k x, d*(j,(a)) = 1 E F”. 
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Hence, from (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11), we have 
cpl(U) = (P*(u) for UE Ui. 
Since Z, is torsion free, this implies that q, and (p2 coincide on the sub- 
group 0;. By the connectedness of 5$, this holds for any pair (pi and ‘pi. 
This completes the proof of Step 1. 
By Step 1 we can write xi= cp + tii, where cp E H’(k, Z,) does not depend 
on i, and I++~ E H’(F,, Z,). For the proof of Claim l”, replacing x by x - cp, 
we may suppose cp = 0. Then xi ( =tii) is contained in the subgroup 
H’(F,, Z,) of H’(K,, Z,). By S.G.A.X. Theorem 3.1, this implies that the Z,- 
etale covering of X (cf. Notations) corresponding to x extends to a Z,-etale 
covering 7 of x’, and then 2, corresponds to the covering of Ci induced by 3 
Hence xi is contained in the subgroup H’(C,, Z,) of H1(Fi, Z,). On the 
other hand, by the classical class field theory, we know that the kernel of 
the natural homomorphism nTb(C,) -+ Gal(Pb/F) is finite (By 
Lemma 4.5(2) F is the constant field of Ci). Hence xi is in the image of 
H’( F, Z,) under the inclusions 
ff’(Fi, Z,) 
/ t 
(4.12) 
Now the following suffices to complete the proof of Claim 1”. 
Step 2. All xi come from the same element of H’(F, Z,). 
In fact, let x, C1, Cz, etc. be as in the proof of Step 1, and let x1,, 
(i= 1, 2) be the restriction of xi to H’(K,.,, Z,). We identify xJ,i with an 
element of Hom,(K,(K,.J, Z,) by Chap. I, Theorem 3.1. On the other hand, 
when we view xi as an element of H’(F, Z,) via (4.12) xi is identified with 
an element of Hom,(k”/B;, Z,) (=@m, Hom(k”/Co,“, Z/l”Z)). Then, as 
the proof of Step 1, we have a commutative diagram 
(4.13) 
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and an equation, for any UEK,(A,), 
Xx.l(j,(a)) + Xx.*M~)) = 0. (4.14) 
Take the element a= {rc, X} E K,(A,). By the calculation of Kato [14], we 
have Res’(j,(u)) = n, and Res2(j,(a)) = 71-l. Hence, by (4.13) and (4.14), 
we have 
where 71 and it-’ are the classes of n and n ~ ’ in k ‘/O; . This implies that 
xl = x2 as an element of H’(F, Z,), and by the connectedness of 5$^,, this suf- 
fices to complete the proof. 
Now, to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, there remains the proof of 
Claim 2”. So let x E H’(X, Z/ZZ) and xi the restriction of x to H’(K,, Z/lZ) 
for each i. We prove that all xi come from the same element of H’(k, Z/lZ) 
under the following assumptions. 
(A) l#ch(F) and ljq- 1, where q= #F. 
(B) Let J, be the Jacobian of Ci over F for each i. Then 1 k #Ji(F) for 
any i. 
First, by Lemma 4.8, we can write x, = (pi + $I, with cpi~ H’(k, ZjlZ) and 
tii E H’(F,, Z//Z) for each i. Then, by the same argument as Step 1 of the 
proof of Claim 1”) we can write xi = cp + rji, where cp E H’(k, Z//Z) does not 
depend on i, and ei E H’(F,, Z/lZ) for each i. The only difference from 
Step 1 is the following: We can prove at first the coincidence of ‘pi and ‘PJ- 
only on the subgroup Uk of k x. But by the assumption (A), we can con- 
clude that ‘pi and ‘pi coincide on 0;) for 0; /Uk 2: Z/(q - 1 )Z. 
Now, replacing x with x - cp, we can suppose cp = 0, and using S.G.A.X. 
Theorem 3.1, we can conclude that x1 comes from H’(C,, Z/ZZ). On the 
other hand, by the class field theory of curves over finite fields, we have the 
exact sequence 
0 + H’(F, ZjlZ) + H’(C,, Z/lZ) + Hom(Ji(F), Z//Z) + 0. 
Hence, by the assumption (B), we have 
H’(F, Z/fZ)r H’(C,, ZIIZ) for any i. 
Consequently, xi comes from H’(F, Z/lZ) for any i. Finally, by the same 
argument as Step 2 of the proof of Claim I”, we can conclude that all xi 
come from the same element of H’(F, Z/lZ), and this suffices to complete 
the proof. 
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5. The Kernel of CT and z 
The purpose of this section is to determine the kernel of the prime-to- 
ch(k) part of d and r. First we introduce some notations: Let Q be the set 
of all prime numbers other than ch(k), and fix a subset (not necessarily 
finite) S of Q. Let Ds (resp. ES) be the maximal S-divisible subgroup (that 
is, the maximal subgroup which is divisible by any prime ZE S) of V(X) 
(resp. SK,(X)). Let rcyb(X)(S) (resp. (Ts)o) denote the S-part of nyb(X) 
(resp. (T)G) (cf. Notations), and we denote by 
5s: SK,(X) + 7qb(X)(S) 
(resp. rs: V(X) -+ (T,),) 
the composite homomorphism of 0 (resp. z) and the natural surjection 
7qb(X) -+ n t”V’)(s) (rev. (T), -, (TM. 
The main result of this section is the following 
THEOREM 5.1. The kernel of the map os (resp. t”) is equal to ES 
(resp. 0’). 
COROLLARY 5.2. (1) For any prime If ch(k), the quotient of V(X) by its 
maximal l-divisible subgroup is finite, and isomorphic to the torsion part of 
(T/b. 
(2) Suppose ch(k)=O. Then the quotient of V(X) by its maximal 
divisible subgroup is finite, and isomorphic to the torsion part of (T)o. 
Corollary 5.2 follows at once from Theorem 5.1 and Corollaries 4.3 and 
4.4. 
For the proof of Theorem 5.1, we need the following 
LEMMA 5.3. Let n be an integer >O prime to ch(k). Then the map 
5: SK,(X) + zyb(X) induces the injection 
SK,(X)/nSK,(X)~~tb(X)/n7c~b(X). 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram 
K2W + 0 dp)“/(dp)” )“-SKIGWnS~l(X)bO 
I 
hi 
PEP 
I 
1 @&PI 
fJ*w, P:‘, + 0 fmP)~ PJ + H3W> PF”) 
PEP 
Here the upper sequence is the sequence defining SK,(X) modulo n, and 
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the lower sequence is the localization sequence in etale cohomology theory 
of X. The map hi,,, is the well-known isomorphism coming from Kummer 
theory of rc(p), and the map hg is the Galois symbol on K (cf. Tate [26]). 
By the result of Mercuriev and Suslin (cf. [ 18]), we know the surjectivity 
of h$. The commutativity of the left square is well known. Hence, from the 
diagram, we obtain an injective homomorphism 
SK,(X)/nSK,(X)~H3(X PLO21 3 n ’ (5.4) 
On the other hand, by the combination of Poincare duality for 
x=Xx, ksep (cf. S.G.A.4, XVIII) and the Tate duality for Galois 
cohomology of k (cf. Serre [23, II, Sect. 5]), we have an isomorphism 
H3(X, p,“‘) = H’(X, Z/nZ)* % 7z~“(X)/m~“(X), (5.5) 
where * means the dual of finite abelian groups. By the definition of the 
map c and Chap. I, Theorem 3.1(2), we conclude that the composite of 
(5.5) and (5.4) is nothing other than the map rr modulo n. Hence the proof 
is completed. 
Now we prove Theorem 5.1. Let H (resp. J) be the kernel of the map 0’ 
(resp. r’). By definition, we have J= Hn V(X). Since xyb(X)(S) and (TS)G 
contain no nonzero S-divisible element, we have the inclusions ES5 H and 
D’crJ. Hence it suffices to show that H and J are S-divisible. First we 
prove it for J. By Lemma 5.3 we have H= n,,,nSK,(X), where n I S (“n 
divides S”) means that all prime divisors of n are in S, and n runs over all 
such integers. Therefore we have J= nnlSJ, with J,, =nSK,(X)n V(X). 
Consequently the following claim suffices to prove our assertion: 
Claim. There exists an integer N 1 S such that we have 
J,=J=nJn. 
HIS 
Proof: First we note the following fact: Let A4 be the order of the group 
of the roots of unit in k whose orders divide S. Then, for any integer n 1 S, 
we have Jn,,,~ n V(X). Let M’ be the order of the image of the map r”, 
which is finite by Theorem 4.1, and put N = MM’. By definition, we have 
the inclusions J, 4 M’ V(X) and M’ V(X) 4 J. Hence N satisfies the con- 
dition of the Claim. 
Now we prove that H is S-divisible. Since we proved J= Hn V(X) is S- 
divisible, it suffices to show that the image of H under Norm: SK,(X) + k x 
is S-divisible. We consider the following commutative diagram: 
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0 0 0 
I I I 
O- J - H- u 
I I I 
o- V(X)- SK,(X) - k” 
I I I 
o- (Tsb- n:bwNs) - Gal(kab/k)(S), 
where Gal(kab/k)(S) is the S-part of Gal(kab/k) (cf. Notations) and U is the 
kernel of pi: k x -+ Gal(kab/k)(S) which comes from the local class field 
theory. Then our assertion follows from the local class field theory of k, 
together with the fact the image of Norm is open and has finite index in 
k”. 
6. The Rank of X 
In this section, we give some properties concerning the rank of X over k 
(cf. Definition 2.5). For a finite extension k’/k, we denote by rk, the rank of 
X xk k’ over k’. From Corollary 4.3 (or Corollary 4.4), we can see 
where g denotes the genus of A’. Hence, when k’ runs over all finite exten- 
sions of k, there exists the maximum value of rk,. 
DEFINITION 6.1. We call the maximum value rks the geometrical rank of 
X and denote it by E 
Now we introduce some notations. Let F be the residue field of k, J the 
Jacobian of X over k, 7 the Neron’s minimal model of J over Spec Ok, J, 
the special fiber of 7, and q the connected component of J, of identity. The 
following fact is well known from the general theory of commutative 
algebraic groups: z is an extension of an abelian variety A over F by a 
linear algebraic group H over F, and there exists an isomorphism 
H 2: S x U over F, where S is a torus and U is unipotent. 
Now the main result of this section is the following 
THEOREM 6.2. (1) The rank r of X over k is equal to the rank of the 
group of F-rational characters of S. 
(2) Let r he the geometrical rank of X. We have an inequality 
r<g, 
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where g is the genus of X. The equality r= g holds if and only if there exists 
a finite extension k’lk and a regular model % of X over Spec Co,,, such that 
the special fiber !& is reduced and has as singularities only ordinary double 
points and all irreducible components of zS are smooth rational curves. The 
equality r= 0 holds tf and only tf there exists a finite extension k’jk over 
which J has good reduction. 
Proof of (1). In the following proof, we use the following notations: 
For a commutative algebraic group Z over a field L, and for a prime num- 
ber 1, we denote by Z(1) the l-torsion part of the abelian group Z(Lsep). 
Now, let G = Gal(kseP/k) and H = Gal(F/F). Fix a prime l# ch(F), and 
let T, be the Tate module of J. Put A4 = Hom(S(l), G,,,(l)). Then, M is a 
free Z,-module of finite rank, and H acts on M as follows: For x EM, 
x E S(l), and g E H, 
x”(x)= g.x(g-‘.x). 
Moreover, if we denote by N the character group of S = S x F F, we have an 
isomorphism M 1: N @ z Z,. Hence, by Corollary 4.4, for the proof it sullies 
to show that 
the rank of (T,), = the rank of MH. 
Recall that there exists a perfect pairing called “e,-pairing”; 
J(l) 0 T, -+ G,(l), (6.3) 
where J(1) (resp. T,) is endowed with discrete topology (resp. compact 
topology as a pro-l-group). Let I be the inertia subgroup of G. We have 
G/Z% H. Since I acts trivially on G,,,(l), (6.3) induces a perfect pairing 
J(l)‘@ (T,), -+ G,(l). (6.4) 
On the other hand, by [25], we have an isomorphism 
J(l)‘- J,(l). (6.5) 
Let f be the Frobenius map over F, and q = #F. By definition, there is an 
isomorphism H 12 which sends f to 1 E 2. Since f acts on G,,,(l) as the 
9th power homomorphism, from (6.4) and (6.5), we have a perfect pairing 
J s (O-y 0 (T,h -+ G,(l), (6.6) 
where J,(l)“-* denotes the kernel off-q: J,(l) --+ J,(l). On the other hand, 
by definition, we have a perfect pairing 
S(l) 0 M + G,tO, 
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which induces a perfect pairing 
S( Z)f- 4 @ M, + G,( 1). (6.7) 
Consequently, combining (6.6) and (6.7), the following claims are sufficient 
to complete the proof. 
Claim 1. The rank of M” = the rank of M,. 
Claim 2. ,S(l)fpY has finite index in J,(l)f-Y. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since H is topologically generated by fi we have the 
following exact sequence 
Hence we have an exact sequence 
044”OZ,Q,+M0,,Q ,= kf@,,tit,+M”@,,Q,+o. 
Hence we can see dim,, M” Oz, Q, = dim,, M, Oz, Q,. 
Proof of Claim 2. First, by definition, we have an exact sequence 
0 + S(Z) +?(I) -+ A(Z) + 0. 
Taking the kernels of the map f - q, we obtain the exact sequence 
0 + S(Z)“- y -+ Jyzpq + A(Z)f-4. s 
Hence it suffices to show that A(Z)/-7 is finite. Let T,B be the Tate module 
of the dual abelian variety B of A. By Deligne [5], the cokernel of 
f -4: T/B+ T,B 
is finite. This cokernel is isomorphic to the dual of A(f)/-’ by the e,- 
pairing A(I) 0 T,B + G,(I). Hence the proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2(2). The inequality r 6 g follows at once from (1). 
We prove the condition for the equalities. First we prove the “only if’ part. 
Put S = Spec c?, and s = Spec F. For the proof, we may replace k by a finite 
extension. Then, by Lemma 4.5, we may suppose that there exists a regular 
model X of X over S such that the special fiber %$ satisfies the conditions 
(a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 4.5. Let $ be the open subgroup scheme of 7 
with the special fiber e. By Raynaud [l], p/S represents the functor 
Pic’X/S. Hence e represents the functor Pic”X,/s. Let Cj (1 d i < n) be all 
the irreducible components of X,, and let Jj be the Jacobian of Ci over F. 
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Let r denote the rank of X over k. By definition, it is the rank of H,(T, Z), 
where r is the graph of ?&. We can see easily that Pic”ZJs is represented 
by a scheme which is an extension of J, x x J, by G, x . .. x G, (r- 
times direct product of G,). Consequently, comparing the dimensions of 
these schemes e and Pic”X,/s, we obtain 
where g(C,) is the genus of Ci. This completes the proof. 
Now, the proof of the “if’ part is similar, and left to the readers. 
7. Nonabelian C.S. coverings 
In this section, we investigate nonabelian C.S. coverings. We fix a regular 
model x of X over Spec Ok such that the reduced part (%s)red of the special 
fiber X, has as singularities only ordinary double points (cf. Sect. 2). Let I- 
be the graph of (ss),,, (cf. Definition 2.3), and we denote by xi(r) the 
topological fundamental group of r. It is a free group of rank r = the rank 
of X over k (cf. Definition 2.5). 
The main result of this section is the following 
THEOREM 7.1. (1) Let L be a profinite separable extension of K in which 
almost all p E P split complete&. Then all p E P split completely in the exten- 
sion. 
(2) Let K be the maximum unramified Galois extension of K in which 
all PEP split completely. Then there exists an isomorphism 
Gal(K/K) N z,(T), where * means the profinite completion with respect to 
normal subgroups of finite index. 
Proof of (1). We may assume that L/K is a finite Galois extension. Let 
Y be the projective smooth curve with the function field L and f: Y + X be 
the finite covering corresponding to the extension L/K. Let ?7 be the 
integral closure of ?E in L and 7: ~3 -+ % be the extension of f: By the 
assumption there exists a finite subset S of P such that if p E P is not in s, p 
splits completely in L/K. We consider S as a closed subscheme of X 
with the reduced structure, and put Y the closure of S in ?Z and 
a = (fad u-9’. The main point to prove is the following 
Claim. J is an etale covering. 
In fact, by definition, 7 is etale over the open subscheme % - 9. Hence, 
by S.G.A.X. Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that J! is etale at any generic 
point of y- ‘(9). Thus, let q be an irreducible component of r- ‘(9) and I 
be the irreducible component of 6% lying under n. Let G = Gal(L/K) = 
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Aut( Y/X) = Aut(?V/%). We define D, the decomposition group of q, to be 
the subgroup of G consisting of all elements which fix the divisor q, and Z, 
the inertia group of ?, to be the subgroup of D consisting of all elements 
acting trivially on the function field K(V) of q. Let Y, (resp. Y,) be the finite 
covering of X corresponding to Z (resp. D), and let 9 (resp. 59) be the 
integral closure of X in the function field of Y, (resp. Y,). Let vi (resp. qd) 
be the divisor of 9 (resp. 9) lying under q. Then we know the following 
facts: 
(i) The finite covering 9 + X is etale at 7]d and we have x(f) N ic(qd). 
(ii) The finite covering 9 -+ 9 is etale at q,, and IC(~~) is the 
separable closure of IC(~) in K(V). 
(iii) Z is an extension of a cyclic group of order prime to p by a 
p-group, where p is the characteristic of the residue field of k. 
By (i) and (ii), to prove 7 is etale at rl, it suffices to show that the cover- 
ing Y + 9 is etale at q. On the other hand, by (iii), the covering Y -+ Y, 
factors through a finite number of cyclic coverings. Hence, by the induction 
on the degree, we may suppose it is a cyclic covering. Let x be a closed 
point of 9 lying on vi, and R, be the completion of the local ring of 9 at 
x. By definition, R, is a two-dimensional normal complete local ring. By 
the assumption, almost all prime ideals of height 1 in R, split completely in 
the extension w  = R, OS Y of R,. Hence, by Chap. I, Proposition 3.3, we 
conclude that all prime ideals of height 1 in R, split completely in the 
extension. This implies that the covering Y + 4 is etale at q, and the proof 
of the claim is completed. 
Now that we have proved the claim, we can easily see that the restriction 
of f to the special fibers is a C.S. covering, and Theorem 7.1(l) follows at 
once from this fact. 
Proof of (2). It suffices to show the following: 
Claim 1. There exists an isomorphism 
Gal(&K) N itl(XS), 
where iil(XS) is the quotient group of nl(XS) classifying finite C.S. coverings 
of XS. 
Claim 2. There exists an isomorphism 
~,c%,) = n,m. 
The proof of Claim 1 is similar to that of Proposition 2.2: The main 
point to prove is the fact that any finite Galois C.S. covering of X extends to 
an etale covering of !E, and this fact was proved in the proof of 
Theorem 7.1( 1). 
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The proof of Claim 2 is similar to Theorem 2.4, and left to the readers. 
EXAMPLE 7.2 (Mumford curves). Let k be a local field of characteristic 
0, and F be the residue field of k. Let PGL(2, k) denote the two by two 
projective linear group over k. A discrete subgroup Z of PGL(2, k) is called 
a Schottky group if 
(i) C is finitely generated, 
(ii) ,Z has no elements (# 1) of finite order. 
Here we recall the result of Mumford [19]: There exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between 
(a) conjugacy classes of Schottky groups C in PGL(2, k), 
(b) isomorphism classes C, of curves C over k, which are the generic 
fibers of normal schemes % over Spec Q whose special fibers are “F-split 
degenerate curves,” by which we mean l-dimensional scheme %$ over F 
such that 
(1) Vs is reduced. 
(2) All irreducible components of %‘s are smooth rational curves over 
F. 
(3) $$ has as singularities only ordinary double points which are all 
F-rational. 
Moreover, we have the following facts (cf. [8]): 
(A) Let C, be the completion of the algebraic closure of k with 
respect to the valuation extended from k. Then the set of C,-valued points 
of the curve Cz has a representation Q/Z as a rigid analytic space, where Q 
is the set of “ordinary points” of C. (It is an open set of p’(C,).) 
(B) There exists a tree A on which C acts freely such that the graph 
of Ws has an expression A/C. In particular C is free. 
(C) The genus of the curve C, is equal to the rank of C. 
Remark. The fact that C is free was proved first by Ihara [9] by group 
theretical method. Moreover he computed the rank of C using some 
invariants attached to C. 
Now, for a Schottky group C, we denote by K, the function field of C,. 
First, from (A), we can see that for a subgroup C’ of finite index in C, there 
is a finite C.S. covering fz,z.: C,, + C,. 
Conversely, if we are given a finite C.S. covering 
f:C'+CJ-, 
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then by Theorem 7.1, there exists a subgroup C’ of C, and an isomorphism 
cp: C’ r Cz,, such that the following diagram commutes, 
In other words, we have an isomorphism 
Gal( EJK,) N 2. 
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